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40 Bonus statements included for a total of 120 EFT Tapping Statements that can be combined

for tapping scripts.EFT Tapping Statements Made Easy! Do you have difficult figuring out what

to say when you tap, how to word EFT Tapping statements? This books provides the

statements to say as you tap and can be combined for tapping scripts.Feelings of

abandonment can be sparked by the death of an individual, as well as the ending of a

relationship. Even though we may have an intellectual understanding of death, there is still a

feeling of abandonment when someone we treasure dies. For a small child, they do not

understand death. They may still expect the parent to return at any time.Even though Kevin

drove an expensive sports car he wasn’t the playboy type. He wanted to settle down and start a

family. Kevin had decided that Susan could be “the one.” He wanted to talk to her about taking

their relationship to the next level.Before Kevin could talk to Susan, she ended the relationship

because of his insecurities in their relationship. She felt it had to do with the abandonment of

his mom when he was a child. This Kindle Book gives you the exact statements that Kevin

tapped to deal with his insecurities in relationships.Tessa has been a life coach since 1996 and

an EFT Practitioner since 2000. EFT Tapping is the most powerful technique she found to

eliminate dysfunctional beliefs and has written over 100 books on EFT Tapping.What others

have said about Tessa’s Books:* Repeat customer: nuff said? Perfect!* Incredible, helpful,

amazing EFT Tapping Workbook! Love them!* Wonderful...easy to follow wonderful book!!

MUST HAVE!!!”* Best author I found on EFT Tapping. Great body of work! She is my favorite

and go-to EFT expert.* Tessa has a profound way of working with EFT that is different and

unique from other practitioners. I find her work to be exceptional. I urge anyone to try it. You will

not be disappointed.* Very creative concept, I no longer have to figure out exactly what I want

to say. It zero's in on our root issues so we can tap and thrive to a healthier more abundant

life.* WOW.I’ve read several books on EFT tapping and have tapped along with various led

tapping sessions and recordings. Not one thing ever changed AT ALL. I was very skeptical and

couldn’t understand why so many people were so sold on EFT and raves how amazingly it had

worked for them and I was getting NOTHING out of it at all.I found Tessa Cason's work on EFT

Tapping. Her work has made ALL the difference. Now I understand what it is, why it works, and

best of all, HOW to make it work for me.The author gives an issue that everyone needs to tap

on before anything else...and darned if she wasn’t right. That cleared and opened a lot for me. I

am absolutely going to be purchasing more of her work on specific issues and I really feel that I

am finally going to heal these issues on a deep and profound level.Wish I had found Tessa's

work earlier. I will be forever grateful to her. One of the very best purchases I have EVER

made."* Well written book. The author really explains EFT Tapping well.Before reading this

book, I was a doubting Thomas about EFT Tapping. I read this book and then I tried the

tapping. She explained that tapping with one hand is best, I tried it and it worked! This book

has been both inspiring and helpful for me personally, I intend to continue to refer to this book

and keep on Tapping!"* When I see Tessa Cason, I click buy. I can always count on Tessa to

put out a quality product. She makes 'em, I get 'em. Always a top-notch product.

5.0 out of 5 stars wow!, November 1, 2013 By F.S. - Verified PurchaseThis review is from:

Abandonment (80 EFT Tapping Statements) (Kindle Edition) Wow! This book opened by eyes

to seeing howabandonment can play out in people's lives. Clearing up the beliefs inthis book is



life changing!! I can think of so many people who wouldgreatly benefit from working on this

topic. This is an incrediblyvaluable tool providing statements for such key issues. I

recommendthis book to everyone! Amazing work Tessa!! Thank you for sharing yourgifts.5.0

out of 5 stars EFT Tapping Statements for everyone., November 1, 2013 By W. Silver-Verified

PurchaseThis review is from: Abandonment (80 EFT Tapping Statements) (Kindle Edition)

Tessa's commitment to the EFT community, both in San Diego and for the rest of the world is

without question. Shecontinues to create new products and concepts to make the use of

EFTeasy, quick, fun and effective for all people of all levels of expertise with the work. EFT is

highly effective for PTSD issues which come fromunresolved traumatic memories, which can

be addressed effectively withthis process. FIVE-STARS for this and all of her efforts to bring

EFT to the world.About the AuthorTessa Cason has been a Life Coach since 1996 and an EFT

Practitioner since 2000. She is an author, teacher, creator, and lecturer. In 2000 she learned

EFT Tapping, Emotional Freedom Technique. At that time, she had some clients that were

willing to try something new and a bit unusual. After witnessing the success her clients had

with EFT, she focused her practice around this simple, yet very effective tool.One of the most

important elements with EFT is a powerful tapping statement. Knowing that beliefs precede all

of our thoughts and feelings, choices and decisions, actions, reactions, and experiences;

knowing that to change our lives we must delete dysfunctional beliefs and emotions in the

subconscious, Tessa words her EFT Tapping Statements to do just take...to address the mis-

beliefs, dysfunctional beliefs on a subconscious level.In 2005 Tessa was diagnosed with

thyroid cancer. From the time she was diagnosed and had surgery, for those 6 weeks, Tessa

only focused on the issues dealing with the thyroid and tapped. In the recovery room after

surgery, the surprised doctor told Tessa that even though two different labs came back with the

diagnoses of cancer, it was not cancer. Tessa knew the EFT Tapping had changed the energy

of the cancer to non-cancer."I think EFT Tapping is an effective, quick, and easy tool that

everyone can learn to do for themselves! I think a powerful EFT Tapping Statement can truly

change someone's life."Her blog can be found on her website: TessaCason.com. All eBooks

and Kindles are a Free download the first 24 hours of being released. Her newsletter has the

dates of new releases and FREE downloads.
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Thank you for your interest in this eBook! This book covers the basics of EFT Tapping. For a

more complete guide, please visit:New book releases are free the first 48 hours. Every month,

there is a free download on Kindle. To know of new releases and dates for free downloads,

please subscribe atTessa Cason5694 Mission Ctr. Rd. #602-213San Diego, CA.

92108www.TessaCason.comTessa@TessaCason.com© Tessa Cason, Little Sage Enterprises,

LLC, 2022.All rights reserved. No part of this work may be reproduced, published, or

transmitted electronically without express written permission from the publisher.Copyright of all

images used in this book belong to their respective owners. LEGAL NOTICE AND

DISCLAIMER:From author and publisher: The information in this book is not intended to

diagnose or treat any particular disease and/or condition. Nothing contained herein is meant to

replace qualified medical or psychological advice and/or services. The author and publisher do

not assume responsibility for how the reader chooses to apply the techniques herein. Use of

the information is at the reader’s discretion and discernment. The author and publisher

specifically disclaim any and all liability arising directly or indirectly from the use or application

contained in this book. Nothing contained in this book is to be considered medical advice for

any specific situation. This information is not intended as a substitute for the advice or medical

care of a Physician prior to taking any personal action with respect to the information contained

in this book. This book and all of its contents are intended for educational and informational

purpose only. The information in this book is believed to be reliable, but is presented without

guaranty or warranty.By reading further, you agree to release the author and publisher from

any damages or injury associated with your use of the material in this book.80 EFT Tapping

Statements™ for AbandonmentIncludes a bonus of an extra 40 tapping statementsTessa

Cason, MAMy EFT Tapping StoryI set up a life coaching practice in 1996 when life coaching

was in its infancy. After several years, I realized that exploration, discovery, knowledge, and

awareness did not equate to change and transformation for my clients.I knew that our beliefs

preceded our thoughts and feelings, actions and reactions, choices and decisions, and that our

beliefs were “stored” in the subconscious. Being aware of our dysfunctional beliefs and wanting

to change them did not change the dysfunctional beliefs. To truly heal and transform our lives,

we need to change the dysfunctional beliefs, our programming, on a subconscious level.I

needed a tool or technique that could change beliefs on a subconscious level. I visited a friend

who managed a bookstore and told her of my dilemma and that I needed something to help my

clients be able to truly change and transform their lives. She reached for a book on the counter,

near the register. “People have been raving about this book on EFT, Emotional Freedom

Technique. Try it and see if it can help your clients.”In the 1990s, the internet was not an

everyday part of our lives. Popular books sold more by word of mouth than any other means.

Managing a bookstore, my friend knew what worked and what did not work. I trusted my friend,

so I purchased the book.As I read the book and discovered that EFT was tapping your head, I

was unsure if this was the technique that would help my clients. I had some adventuresome

and forgiving clients who I taught how to tap. When every single client returned for their next

appointment and shared how different their lives had been that week because of tapping, I took

notice! I was intrigued.I learned that the first statement we needed to tap was, “It’s not okay or

safe for my life to change.”I learned that when a tapping statement did not clear, it meant there

were other dysfunctional beliefs preventing the statement from clearing. When a statement

didn’t clear, I would turn the statement into a question.I learned that for EFT Tapping to work,

we needed to find the cause of an issue.I learned that clearing an emotional memory was



different than clearing dysfunctional beliefs.Clients started asking for tapping homework. I

wrote out statements for them to tap. Soon, I had a library of tapping statements on different

emotional issues.I have been a Life Coach since 1996 and an EFT Practitioner since 2000.

EFT has proven it is an effective, powerful tool to change our dysfunctional beliefs, desensitize

painful emotions and memories, and truly change our lives.Table of ContentsKevin’s

StoryIntroEFT Tapping – Emotional Freedom TechniqueInstruction for the short form of EFT

TappingEFT Tapping, Beliefs, and the Subconscious MindThree Rules of the Subconscious

MindHow Does EFT Tapping Work?Benefits of Using EFT TappingUsing a Negative EFT

Tapping StatementEFT Tapping Statements Are Most Effective When They Agree With Current

BeliefsThe Very First EFT Tapping Statement to TapWhat We Say As We Tap Is VERY

Important!One Statement per Round of EFT vs Multiple Statements per Round of EFTSame

Statement for all the Tapping Points in One RoundMultiple Statements in One Round of

Tapping (Scripts/Round Robin)Reframing:Side of Hand Tapping to Desensitize a Story,

Situation, and/or MemoryWalking Backwards EFT (Backing Up)Intensity LevelYawning and

Taking a Deep BreathIntegration...What Happens After TappingEFT Tapping Doesn’t Work for

MeWhat to Do if an EFT Tapping Statement Does Not ClearScience and EFT Tapping

ResearchIs Lowering the Cortisol Level Enough to Permanently Change Our Lives?Tapping

AffirmationsFinishing Touches (Optional)How to Use This BookTapping Statements 1 –

20Journaling Page for Statements 1 – 20Tapping Statements 21 – 40Journaling Page for

Statements 21 – 40Tapping Statements 41 – 60Journaling Page for Statements 41 –

60Tapping Statements 61 – 80Journaling Page for Statements 61 – 80Bonus Statements -

Tapping Statements 81 – 100Journaling Page for Statements 81 – 100Bonus Statements -

Tapping Statements 101 – 120Journaling Page for Statements 101 – 120Books and Kindles by

Tessa CasonKevin’s StoryKevin was an industrious, hard-working little boy. By the time he was

9 years old, he had a paper route and was cutting the neighbors’ grass.Kevin’s dad, a financial

advisor, taught Kevin how to invest his money. Once Kevin understood compounding interest,

he was hooked on investing and making money. He ended up being a whiz with money. Kevin’s

major in college was Business Finances. In college he continued to find ways to make money.

In his freshman year, Kevin set up a website to sell specialty items to college kids. He didn’t

need to stock the items. The manufacturers of the items drop-shipped items sold on the

website. All Kevin needed to do was deposit the checks that rolled in. By his sophomore year,

Kevin made more money in one month than his instructors made in a year. By the end of his

sophomore year, he was so bored with his classes, textbooks, and bookish instructors that

Kevin dropped out of college. Life was calling.Kevin drove an expensive sports car and only

dressed in the finest of threads. With his money and handsome good looks, Kevin attracted the

hottest chicks. Kevin wasn’t the playboy type though. He wanted to settle down and start a

family, something he didn’t have as a child. He wanted to give to his children the security and

love that he never had as a child.Kevin’s mom left when he was three years old. She left a note

that she had run off with her high school flame. Kevin’s dad raised Kevin on his own. He never

remarried nor had any other children. It was just Kevin and his dad.Now 25 years old, Kevin is

sitting in his car with the love of his life, Susan. All morning Kevin has been envisioning the day

and his marriage proposal. He had the day planned out; lunch at her favorite seaside café and

then a walk along the water. He had the ring in his pocket and was looking forward to their

future, marriage, children, and a life together forever and ever.“Kevin,” said Susan as she sat

next to Kevin in his fancy sports car. “We have to talk.”“Good,” said Kevin excitedly. “I have

something I want to talk to you about as well. You go first.”“Kevin, your insecurities are just too

much for me to handle. We’ve only been together for 6 months, but I feel like you cling to me. If



I dare look at another man, you wonder if I would rather be with him than you. You shower me

with gifts,” Susan continued. “I feel like you are trying to buy my love.”Kevin’s excitement slowly

began to vanish as he listened to Susan.“With your financial success, you would think that you

would have your act together. But you don’t. You constantly ask me where I have been, who I

have been with, and if I really love you. Even though I have tried to do everything to make you

feel secure, you never feel secure.”As Kevin sat listening to Susan, he felt as if someone had

stabbed him in the heart with a sharp knife.Susan continued. “It’s not about me, Kevin. No

matter how much I tried to tell you or show you how much I loved you, it never penetrated your

insecurities. Kevin, with all your money you can afford to get some counseling. My parting gift

to you is this book on EFT Tapping on Abandonment. You need to look at your abandonment

issues. Even though your mom abandoned you as a child, your fear of abandonment is

influencing your adult relationships.”She left the book on the car seat and exited the car. Kevin

sat in his fancy sports car and felt numb.How many relationships had he had? They all ended

for the same reason – his insecurities. The reality he feared the most was the reality he ended

up creating over and over and over. He felt as if there was a neon sign over his head that read

“Nobody Wants Me.” He knew the failure of the relationships were his fault. His insecurities

ruled his life. He knew the women were completely justified for leaving him. He knew he caused

his own problems. He knew it was his fault the relationships ended. Every time a relationship

ended, he felt like a complete failure. He felt as if he would end up alone for the rest of his life.

His dream of having a family was shattered each time. As he thought about Susan’s departure,

he was devastated. His heart was in pieces again.As he sat in his expensive car wearing

expensive clothes, he knew they were just the outer trappings to make him feel better about

himself. He felt he wasn’t good enough to keep a woman or to attract long-lasting love. Unable

to start the car and drive off, Kevin started to think about his life. The outer trappings might

attract a woman, but who he was repelled them. Being alone was evidence that he was

unworthy of love. Being rejected was evidence of his unlovableness.He had a tendency to rush

into relationships and clamp on too quickly. Being alone felt like a punishment, a cruel joke. His

fear of abandonment destabilized every single relationship he had. He felt as if he would

always be alone. Though being alone was not his choice, it always seemed to be the

circumstances of his life.Choices. He thought about choices. If he wanted his life to be different,

he had to make different choices.He picked up the EFT Tapping book and started to read.

Tapping sounded off the wall, but hey, doing things off the wall his whole life created his wealth.

Maybe this off the wall thing could create wealth in his personal life.Kevin started reading and

tapping:* I am ashamed I was thrown away.* There is something terribly wrong with me.* I am

unable to face the shattered reality of my life.* I will always be broken.* I am to blame for my

painful loss.* It is unbearable to be alone.* I am afraid of being abandoned and/or rejected.* I

am angry that I feel so much fear and desperation.* I feel powerless for not being able to hold

onto their love.* My self-worth has been shattered by their abandonment.* I feel rejected,

deserted, and/or betrayed by their abandonment.As Kevin tapped, he started to feel lighter and

hopeful. Both were new for Kevin. With the same amount of energy that Kevin put into making

money, he now put into healing his dysfunctional beliefs, his mis-beliefs. He knew he needed to

heal the abandonment of his mom before he could feel secure in a relationship.Kevin tapped

and tapped and wrote and journaled. He looked at his issues of self-love and self-esteem. He

examined each of his failed relationships. He healed the need to rescue, to buy love, to

cling. Deep inside Kevin found the grief and wounded child. He had become the people-pleaser

in hopes that women wouldn’t abandon him. He discovered the buried shame of not being

enough and that his mom would leave him behind.The desire to marry and have a family kept



him motivated. Every time he didn’t think he could make it through the heartache and sadness,

Kevin would think about his desire to one day fall in love, marry, and have a family. He sold his

fancy car and bought an SUV in hopes of filling the car with kids and sports gear. He focused

his energy on two things: healing and his businesses. He knew he needed to heal all the scars

and wounds caused by the abandonment of his mom and thus he did not date for a full

year. Ten months ago while attending a trade show to find new items for his websites, he met

Rose. At the show Kevin asked Rose if she wanted to have breakfast one morning before the

two of them attended the show. Rose was an exhibitor and Kevin an attendee.Much to Kevin’s

surprise, Rose agreed to meet the next morning. This had actually been Kevin’s first outing

with a woman since beginning his emotional healing. It was a new experience for Kevin to be

with a woman and not feel insecure. He was actually surprised and realized the tapping had

worked.Over the course of the last 10 months, Rose and Kevin have slowly developed a deep

and loving relationship. He didn’t try to buy her love. He didn’t cling. He didn’t want to know

where Rose had been 24/7. Kevin had shared with Rose his struggle of healing his

abandonment issues and his year of healing and tapping. Rose was intrigued by something

that could create such dramatic results and ended up becoming a tapper too. Anytime

something came up, they would tap on it together. The thought of meeting her large, close-knit

family was scary to Kevin. After all, his family consisted of his dad and Kevin. So Rose helped

Kevin tap before meeting her large, inquisitive family.When Kevin and Rose were spending

time with her family, Kevin told Rose he wanted to spend some alone time with Rose’s dad, just

the two of them. He wanted to get to really know her dad since her dad was the most important

man in her life. Rose was thrilled. Kevin asked her dad if he would like to go to lunch, just the

two of them. While at lunch, Kevin asked Rose’s dad if he had any objections to asking Rose to

be his wife. He loved her very much. Their life goals, dreams, and desires were the same. They

both wanted children. They both also wanted a long engagement to be sure this lifelong

commitment was right for each of them.The thought of grandkids filled his heart. He asked

Kevin when he wanted to propose. Kevin told him he wanted to that night, at dinner. The whole

family was meeting that night at Rose’s parents’ restaurant. Kevin pulled out the engagement

ring and handed it to his potential future father-in-law. Kevin asked, “After the dessert, can you

serve everyone champagne and put this in the glass that Rose receives? With strawberries?

She loves strawberries in her champagne.”As the dessert plates were being cleared that night,

Rose’s dad came in with a tray of champagne for the adults and apple juice for the children. As

Rose was handed her glass, she started to tell her dad there was something in the glass.As

she peered into the glass, she saw the ring. Before Kevin could say anything, she squealed

with delight. She turned to Kevin, wide-eyed. Taking the glass out of her hand, Kevin reached

into the champagne glass and pulled out the ring. “Rose, will you marry me?”She started

jumping up and down with joy and shouted, “Yes!” She stopped jumping long enough for Kevin

to slip the ring onto her finger. She stared at the ring as everyone gathered around them,

sharing in their joy.Rose’s dad said, as he lifted his champagne glass, “I’m not losing a

daughter. I’m gaining grandkids! Kevin, welcome to our family.”IntroAbandonment is our first

fear. It is a primal fear- a fear universal to the human experience. As infants we lay screaming

in our cribs, terrified that when our mothers left the room they were never coming back.

Abandonment is a fear that we will be left alone forever with no one to protect us, to see to our

most urgent needs. For the infant, maintaining attachment to its primary caretaker is necessary

for its survival. Any threat or disruption to that relationship arouses this primal fear, a fear that

is embedded in the hardware of our brains, a fear we carry into adulthood. When children

experience feelings of disconnection, they do not have the defenses to fall back on that we as



adults do. Their wounds may not heal but instead float beneath the surface of their lives right

into adulthood.Susan AndersonOur fear of abandonment could start with our birth. In the

womb, we are warm and all of our needs are taken care of. Then all of a sudden we are thrust

into a cold, bright world, cut off from our food source, spanked on the butt, made to cry, put on

a cold, metal weighing machine, scrubbed cleaned, wrapped up, and placed in a crib all by

ourselves. Now, how much fun was that to be born?!Feelings of abandonment can be sparked

by the death of an individual, as well as the ending of a relationship. Even though we may have

an intellectual understanding of death, there is still a feeling of abandonment when someone

we treasure dies. For a small child, they do not understand death. They may still expect the

parent to return at any time.What do you tell a child after their parent has died? My biological

father died of polio when I was 2½ years old. I remember being told that my father was a

wonderful man and that God needed my father, and now my father was in Heaven with God. I

was angry at God for 30 years. I could not understand why God would take my father away. Did

this mean I was not worthy or deserving of God’s love? If you are a wonderful person, does

God take you when you are young? Was life a punishment? It felt as if God had abandoned

me. The small child inside still hurt, even though as an adult I understood. Doing emotional

growth work healed the sense of abandonment by my father and God.There is a powerful tool

to help us heal our abandonment issues. It’s called EFT Tapping, Emotional Freedom

Technique.EFT Tapping – Emotional Freedom TechniqueEFT Tapping is a very easy technique

to learn. It involves making a statement as we contact the body by either circling or tapping.An

EFT Tapping Statement has three parts: �Part 1: starts with “Even though” followed by �Part 2: a

statement which could be the dysfunctional emotion or belief, and �Part 3: ends with “I totally

and completely accept myself.”A total statement would be, “Even though I crave sweets, I

totally and completely accept myself.”Instruction for the short form of EFT TappingThe

instructions below are for using our right hand. Reverse the directions to tap using the left

hand. It is more effective to tap on one side only rather than both.I. Set up – begin with circling

or tapping the Side of the Hand:A. With the fingertips of the right hand, find a tender spot

below the left collar bone. Once the tender spot is identified, press firmly on the spot, moving

the fingertips in a circular motion toward the left shoulder, toward the outside, clockwise.B. As

the fingers circle and press against the tender spot, say the following statement three times:

“Even though, [tapping statement] , I totally and completely accept myself.” An example

would be: “Even though I fear change, I totally and completely accept myself.”II. Tapping:A.

After the third time, tap the following eight points, repeating the [tapping statement] at each

point. Tap each point seven – ten 10 times: �1. The inner edge of the eyebrow, just above the

eye. [I fear change.] �2. Temple, just to the side of the eye. [I fear change.] �3. Just below the eye

(on the cheekbone). [I fear change.] �4. Under the nose. [I fear change.] �5. Under the lips. [I fear

change.] �6. Under the knob of the collar bone. [I fear change.] �7. Three inches under the arm pit.

[I fear change.] 
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W. Silver, “EFT Tapping Statements for everyone.. Tessa's commitment to the EFT community,

both in San Diego and for the rest of the world is without question. She continues to create new

products and concepts to make the use of EFT easy, quick, fun and effective for all people of

all levels of expertise with the work. EFT is highly effective for PTSD issues which come from

unresolved traumatic memories, which can be addressed effectively with this process. FIVE-

STARS for this and all of her efforts to bring EFT to the world.”

S. McDermott, “Clear and easy to use statements for tapping. Clear and easy to use

statements for tapping. I've been using tapping for several years now and this was a nice

addition to my library.”

Carlyon Thompson, “Five Stars. Needed information from here as had block on my father dying

after I was born, he never saw me.”

robert, “Five Stars. Haven't read yet. Got it 4 my children & sent them the link.”

Corrine Hill, “HELPFUL!. Being a beginner this has been most helpful. I follow the pictures and

do exactly what it tells me. So happy this is out there and so easily accessible. Thanks again

Tessa...truly amazing work!”

Ged Roland, “Helpful Therapy. I've tried Tessa's other books and she must have known that I

had abandonment issues. This book was really close to me and it was a great supplement to

the therapy that I'm already taking. It's easy to do and can be done anywhere with little time.”

Motor Rider, “Helpful EFT statements. Another great book from Tessa. Very helpful statements

always takes the guess work out. I can just say what needs to be said while tapping and move

on.  Keep them coming.”



Reader, “HOOKED ON EFT. Tessa's EFT Tapping Statement books really make EFT easy and

enjoyable no matter what belief you may want to tap out. Once you read one of Tessa's EFT

books you will be hooked.”

The book by Tessa Cason has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 14 people have provided feedback.

Kevin’s Story Intro EFT Tapping – Emotional Freedom Technique How to Use This Book

Tapping Statements 1 – 20 Tapping Statements 21 – 40 Tapping Statements 41 – 60 Tapping

Statements 61 – 80 Bonus Statements - Tapping Statements 81 – 100 Bonus Statements -

Tapping Statements 101 – 120 Books and Kindles by Tessa Cason
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